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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to show how the technique ofdelta-wye graph reduction provides 
an alternative method for solving three numerative function evaluation problems on planar 
graphs. In particular, it is shown how to compute the number of spanning trees and perfect 
matchings, and how to evaluate energy in the Ising "spin glass" model of statistica! mechanics. 
These a!tem.ative algorithms require O(n z) arithmetic operations on an n-vertex planar graph, 
and are relatively easy to implement. 
1. Planar graphs and delta-wye transformations 
A natural method to develop graph-theoretic algorithms i  to develop simplifying 
~ransformations that, when applied repeatedly to a graph, reduce it in polynomially 
~nany steps to a trivial graph such as a single edge. We examine algorithms of this type 
here. We start with n-vertex graph G = (V, E), possibly with loops and parallel edges, 
and consider the following six basic transform, nations: 
• Loop deletion: A loop e (edge whose two endvertices are identical) can be deleted. 
• Pendant edge deletion: A pendant edge e ledge incident with a vertex of degree 1) 
can be deleted along with the degree I vertex. 
• Parallel reduction: Two edges e and f in parallel (each having the same two 
endvertiees) can be replaced by a single edge e' having the same two endvertices. 
• Series reduction: Two edges e = (x, y) and f= (y, z) for which y is a degree 2 vertex 
can be replaced by a single edge e' = (x, z), with y being deleted. 
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loop deletion ~ ~ 
pendant edge deletion ~e ~ A 
p~el  ~d,~tion ~ ~ 
e' 
scri~ ~ducti°n ~ ~ ~- - - - -~  e' 
wy~delta transformation f ~ g  
deIta-wye transformation 
fye .  ~ 
Fig. I. The six basic transformations. 
• Wye.delta transfi, rmation: Ifw is a degree 3vertex {a wye) adjacent to three vertices 
x, 3,, z by edges e, f, g, respectively, vertex w and edges e, f,g can be deleted and 
replaced by edges e' = (y, z), f '  = (x, z) and g' = (x, y). 
• Delta-wye transformation: If e ° = (y, ,-), f '  = (x, z) and 0' = (x, y) are edges of G (a 
delta or trianoie), they can be deleted and replaced by addiag a new vertex 
w adjacent to x,y,z.  
The transformations are given in Fig. 1. 
G is called a A YA.reducible oraph if it can be reduced to a single edge by repeated 
application of the six transformations above, in any order. At present, no efficiently 
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recognizable characterization f 3 YA-reducible graphs is known, although such 
characterizations areavailable for several classes of graphs reducible by using certain 
specified subsets of these transformations [8,22]. Lehman ['17] co@.-ctured that all 
planar graphs are A YA-reducible; this was first proved by Epifanov ['9]; simpler 
proofs and associated algorithms have been given by Truemper [21] and by Feo and 
Provan [10]. Feo and Provan [10], in particular, describe an easily implementable 
algorithm for reducing any planar graph using O(n ~) transformations with constant 
time per transformation. (For a more deta;led iscussion of an implementation f this 
algorithm tha~ avoids loops, pendant edge reductions, and "degenerate" delta-wye 
and wye-delta transformations, see [5].) 
This paper looks at the application of the graph transformations of the type given 
above to solve combinatorial problems on planar graphs. Our strategy is to devise 
ways of associating information with each edge of G - and to update the information 
as each transformation is applied - so as to preserve the relevant solution values at 
each stage of the reduction. We will refer to any such strategy as a delta-wye reduction 
technique. Delta-wye reduction techniques have been examined by Akers [1], who 
applied them to shortest path and maximum flow problems, and Lehman [17], who 
applied them to probabilistic networks and the bounding of connectedness probaNl- 
ity. (See [5,10] for complete accounts of these applications.) We examine three 
combinatorial enumeration problems - counting spanning trees, counting perfect 
matchings, and computing the lsing function - to develop solution algorithms that 
use the delta-wye reduction paradigm. 
All of the problems tudied in this paper are currently polynomially solvable by 
means of"determinentar" methods. Counting spanning trees can be solved efficiently 
for general graphs using the determinental echnique outlined first by Kirchoff i"16]. 
Spanning trees of an n-vertex graph are counted by computing the determinant of an 
(n  - 1) x (n - 1) matrix with integer entries. Counting spanning trees is an essential step 
in many methods for computing, bounding and approx,imating etwork reliability [6]. 
Counting perfect matchings can be solved efficiently for planar graphs [15], and 
more generally for graphs having a "Pfaffian orientation" [20]. Again the method 
involves the computation of a determinant, followed by a square root calculation 
(more precisely, the Pfa~an of an n x n matrix). 
The lsing model is a classical combinatorial model in statistical physics. It was 
introduced by Lenz [18] and Ising [12]; for a good recent account, see [3]. The 
particular version of the model treated here is the "spin glass", or "zero-external field" 
model. The associated computational problem has associated with each edge if, j) of 
G a specified interaction energy ¢oii. Each vertex of G can be assigned a spin of either 
+ or - ,  and a configuration of G is any assignment ~ = (¢r~ ..... ~)  of signs (spins) to 
the n vertices v~ ..... v, of G. The "system energy" for G is given by the lsing partition 
function 
¢ ii.j)E£ 
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where the sum is taken over all configurations ¢ of G. For general graphs, the 
problem of computing the Ising partition function exactly aas been shown to be 
#P-complete in several treatments [2,13,14], although a fully polynomial 
randomized approximation scheme has been developed when all of the interaction 
energies oJi~ are nonnegative [14]. The most celebrated completely solved case is 
when G is planar; see [15,11]. As with the matching problem, the solution likewise 
involves computing the Pfaffian of a matrix. (Lovfisz and Plummet [20] give an 
excellent exposition of the graph-theoretical aspects of the Ising model solution using 
Pfaffians.) 
The best current algorithm for computing determinants employs O(n ''3~6) arith- 
metic operations on matrix entries [7], but appears to have too large a constant factor 
for practical combinatorial computations; in fact, for problems arising in practice, the 
naive O(n ~) algorithm appears to be the sensible choice. For matrices whose support 
corresponds toa node-node incidence matrix of a planar graph, Lipton et al. [19] are 
able to use the planar separator theorem to calculate determinants in O(n l"s) time. 
This gives O(n 1"5) algorithms for counting spanning trees and perfect matchings and 
computing the Ising function in planar graphs. There does not appear to be any 
known efficient algorithm for counting spanning trees in planar graphs that avoids the 
computation ofa determinant. 
All three problems given here arise as evaluations of the Tutte polynomial of the 
graph. Vertigan [23] has recently completely classified the complexity of all evalu- 
ations of the Tutte polynomial for planar graphs: we refer the r:eader to [23] for the 
relation between the Tutte polynomial of the graph and tbe:e problems. The lsing 
problem, in fact, corresponds tothe problem of computing the "D~,tte polynomial on 
exactly those points on which the Tutte polynomial isNP-hard to compute xcept  on 
planar graphs. 
In this paper, we develop the associated combinatorial information that enables us 
to count spanning trees, compute the lsing partition function, or count he number of 
perfect matchings, and which can be easily updated with each of the six basic 
transformations. A  a result, these three problems can be solved via the Feo-Provan 
algorithm using O(n') arithmetic operations, and does not require the calculation of 
a determinant. 
The delta-wye reduction technique is not currently the most efficient method for 
computing these three values - since the Lipton-Rose-Tarjan modification ~f the 
determinental technique yields an O(n 1"5) algorithm - although it is arguably the 
simplest o implement. There is also some evidence to indicate that the Feo-Provan 
procedure can be improved to reduce a planar graph in O(n ~'~) transformations; if 
true, the delta-wye reduction method could match the best known algorithms. The 
primary aim of this paper, however, isto demonstrate the application of the delta-wye 
reduction method to solve a wide variety of combinatorial problems which have up to 
now been solved by determ~nental methods. It is hoped that this, in turn, will 
encourage r searchers both to improve the reduction procedure itself and to discover 
other problems to which it can be applied. 
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2. Spanning trees 
In this section, we develop the updates used for counting the number of spanning 
trees in A YA-reducible graphs. In fact, we solve a more general problem. Let 
G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. For each edge e ¢ E, associate two nonzero real 
weights i~ and o~, called the inclusion and exclusion weights of edge e, respective|y. For 
any spanning tree T ~ E of G, define the weight of T to be l-[~ri~['i~E\rO~. Then the 
total weight of the graph G is given as 
w=El-lio l-I o~ 
T e~T eeE\T 
the sum taken over all spanning trees T of G. When/~ = or = I for all e e E, the total 
weight of G is precisely the number of spanning trees of G. 
We next show how these edge weights are updated under each of the six basic 
transformations. We first observe that if, for any single edge e ¢ E, the inclusion and 
exclusion weights are both multiplied by a factor 6, the effect on the total weight is 
likewise afactor of 6. We therefore maintain asingle overall scale S = l]¢~o¢ for G. In 
the process, each exclusion weight is normalized to 1, and each inclusion weight is 
normalized to w~ = iJo~, so that 
T e~T 
the sum taken over all spanning trees of G. Hence it is necessary to maintain only the 
normalized inclusion weight on each edge, as well as the overall scale, through each of 
the six basic transformations. 
Suppose, then, that G is the graph prior to the transformation, with normalized 
weights on the edges and overall scale d. 
If the transformation is the deletion of a loop e with weight a, observe that e occurs 
in no spanning tree of G, and hence does not affect he total weight. Thus the edge 
e can be eliminated without affecting the overall scale, or any other weights. 
If the transformation is the deletion of a pendant edge e with weight a, observe that 
e is in every spanning tree of G, and hence the resulting raph has overall scale is 
multiplied by a, with other edge weights remaining unchanged. 
If the transformation is a parallel reduction on two edges e , f  with weights a, b, 
observe that every spanning tree contains at most one ofe o r f  Hence the replacement 
edge e' will have weight a + b, and the remaining edge weights and overall scale 
remain unchanged. 
If the transformation is a series .redaction on two edges e,f  with weights a, b, 
observe that every spanning tree contains ~t least one of e o r f  There are ab ways to 
include both e and f, and a + ~ ways to exclude one of them; there is no way to exclude 
both and get a spanning tree. Then normalizing as before, the replacement edge e' has 
weight ab/(a + b), the overall scale is multiplied by a + b, and again no other edge 
weights are changed. 
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NOW we turn to the more complicated elta-wye and wye-delta transformations. 
Let Gr be a graph with scale d, having a vertex w of degree 3 (a wye} adjacent to three 
vertices x,y,z via edges e, f ,g of weights a,b,c, respectively. Let Ga be the same 
underlying raph as Gr, but with vertex w and edges e, f ,g removed and replaced by 
e' = (3, z), f '  = (x, z) and g' = (x, y), having weights ~,[1, 7, respectively; Ga has overall 
scale 6. 
Now consider the total weight of Gr and Ga. A spanning tree T of Gr is one of five 
types, according to the structure of T'  = T \  {e,f,g}: 
1. T '  has x,y,z in the same component; 
2. T '  has two components with × and y in the same component; 
3. T '  has two components with x and z in the same component; 
4. T '  has two components with y and z in the same component; or 
5. T '  has three components, containing x, y, and z, respectively. 
The same typing applies to a tree T in Ga, depending upon the structure of 
T '= T\{e' , f ' ,g '}.  
For i=  1 . . . . .  5, let £'~ be the sum - over all forests T'  of Gr\{e,.~g} 
( = G4 \ {e',f', g'}) of type i above - of the product of the weights of the edges in T'.  
Then observe that the total weight of Gr is 
d[(a + b + c)Zt + c(a + b)Zz + b(a + c)Z~ + a(b + c)Z,, + abcZs], 
while the total weigl~i of Ga is 
6[(2:, + (~ +/))2:, + 1~ + :,')-G + ([1 + 7)2:4 + (~[1 + :q' + [1:,')-%]. 
Equating the coefficients of Zt through Zs gives the following system of five equa- 
tions: 
d(a + b + c) = & 
da(b + c) = 6([1 + "/),] dbc = 6~, 
! 
db(a + c) = 6(~ + "i)Q or dac = 611, 
1 
dc(a + b) = 6(:c + [1) J dab = 6~', 
dabc = 6(~[1 + a'~, + [1"/). 
Given a,b,c,d, we have five equations to solve for the four unknowns ~,[1,7,& and 
given ~, [1,1', 6 we have five equations to solve for the four unknowns a, b, c,d. There 
does not appear to be any reason to expect a priori that the equations are consistent; 
however, we shall show that they are. 
Given a,b,c,d, compute 6 = d(a + b + c), satisfying (1). Then compute 
(?) ,',, abe I l/b l . 
a + b + C ~l/c ] 
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These satisfy (2)-0). It remains to verify that equation (5) is satis~ed. Now 
6(~//+ ~, + ~},) = 6~(1/~ + 1/~ + 1/7), which simplifies to dabc as required. 
To accomplish a delta-wye transformation, we are given ~, p,?, 5. Observe that 
a = dabc/dbc, b = dabc/dac and c = dabc/dab to get 
b = (~p + ~ + p~,) [l/p~. 
c l \ l / ,/  / 
Then use (5) to compute 
d 
(~P + ~' + P0(1/~ + UP + 1/~,) " 
In this way (2)-(5) are satisfied; to verify (1), observe that a + b + c = (~ + ~/+ l/~') 
(I/~ + 1/p + 1/~,). Again, the other edge weights are unchanged. 
Using the six exact ransformations developed, we obtain that, for any family of 
graphs z~" and any algorithm which delta-wye reduces any n-vertex graph in o~" to an 
edge in at most f in )  transformations, weobtain an algorithm using O(f (n ) )  arithme- 
tic operations for counting spanning trees of graphs in the family. The Feo-Provan 
algorithm therefore gives an algorithm for counting spanning trees using O(n 2) 
arithmetic operations. Since the only arithmetic operations are additions, multiplica- 
tions, and divisions of positive numbers, then in order to maintain accuracy of 
r decimal digits it is only required to maintain r + O(log n) significant digits accuracy 
in the intermediate numbers. Since the number of spanning trees of an n-vertex simple 
graph cannot exceed n"-2 then r = O(nlogn) digits accuracy is sufficient. Hence the 
technique developed here, when applied to counting spanning trees, manipulates 
numbers no larger than those encountered in the determinant calculation via Kir- 
choff's formula. 
This algorithm isclosely related to the standard method for computing resistance of
an electrical network using delta-wye and wye-delta transformations [4,10]. In fact, 
to compute the resistance between two nodes and t, let the inclusion weight of each 
edge be its conductance (the reciprocal of its resistance). Then add a new edge is, t) 
whose inclusion weight is the variable x. All exclusion weights are unity. Then 
applying our algorithm, we obtain an expression of the form k + ix for the total 
weight of spanning trees. The resistance is simply the ratio Ilk (see [4, Ch. 2]). 
3. The Ising problem 
The Ising function given in Section 1 can be computed using the delta-wye 
reduction technique by applying similar machinery to that for counting spanning 
trees. Let v~ = e -'°'' and vi~Z = e ~'". Then the Ising partition function can be written 
z=E rI ~b H ~. 
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This brings out the similarity in structure between the Ising function and the spanning 
tree function. Let X _ V be the set of vertices i having ~i = +,  so that )~ = V \X  is 
the set of vertices i having a i  = - .  Define the cut (X, X, ) to be the set of edges 
{if, j) ~ E: i ~ X , j  e X}. Then the Ising partition function can now be written as 
z= y. H ~' H ~. 
X ~ V eE(X..~} ¢~E\(X.Y,} 
Thus v~ takes the place ofi¢ and v~ takes the place ofo¢, with the sum being taken over 
all vertex subsets X rather than all trees. 
F) 2 Continuing with this analogy, we scale Z by scale factor S = I-I¢~E ~, using a single 
1 2 normalized weight we = v~/v¢ for each edge e e E. The Ising partition function ow 
becomes 
z=s~ H ~. ~*~ 
X ~ V e¢(X.X) 
Now consider the effect on the weights and scale factor of the current graph G when 
applying each of the six basic transformations. 
If G has a loop e with weight a, deletion of e has no effect on either the weights or 
scale of Z. 
If G has a pendant edge e with weight a, deletion of e results in a multiplication of
Sby 1 +a. 
If G has two edges eand f in  parallel, having weights aand b, respectively, then the 
replacement edge e ° will have weight ab and the overall scale remains unchanged. 
if G has two edges e and f in  series, having weights a and b, respectively, then the 
edge e' replacing them has weight (a + b)/(l + ab), and S is multiplied by 1 + ab. 
To update the values for the delta-wye and wye-delta transformations, let Gr have 
a vertex w of degree 3 adjacent to three vertices x,y ,z  by edges e,f,g with weights 
a,b,c, respectively, and scale d. Let G,j have the same dges as Gr except that e, f, g are 
replaced by e' = (y, z), f '  = (x, z) and g' = (x, y) with weights ~,~, ?, respectively, and 
scale 6. Similar to the spanning tree analysis, let X~, 27, 27:, and 27o be, respectively, the 
sum of the product of the weights of sets (X, ,~)\ {e,f, g~ in C~ ~ -~ ~X, ,~)\{e~,j  "  g'} 
in Ga) with X and ?~ separating, respectively, x from { y, z}, y from {x, z}, z from {x, y}, 
and no subset of {x, y, z}. Then the total weight of Gr is 
d[(a + bc)27x + (b + ac)X r + (c + ab)F.~ + (1 + a&')27o], 
while the total weight of Ga is 
,~[&Z.~ + ~,Z,. + ~z~ + 270]. 
Equating the coefficients of Zx, Z s, 2.'z, and Zo, we obtain the four equations 
6[17 = A = d(a + be), ~.  = B = d(b + ac), (**) 
~ ~ C = d(c + ab), ~ = D = d(l + abe). 
When all four equations hold, the Ising partition functions of Gr and Ga agree. 
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To transtorm Gr to G~, compute A, B, C, D using the right-hand sides of the Eqs. 
(**). Then observe that 
~2 BC [~2 AC , AB 
so that • = ~ ,  1~ = ~-~,  7 = .~/CD,  and  J = D.  
To transform G~ to Gr, compute A, B, C, D using the left-hand sides of(**). Now set 
,~ = A - B - C + D = d(1 + a ) (1  - b ) ( l  - c); 
1~= - A + B-C  + D=d( I  -a ) ( I  +b)( I  - c ) ;  
~= -A-B+ C+D =d(l  -a ) ( l  --b)(l +c); 
I~=A + B+ C + D=d( I  +a)( l+b) ( l+c) .  
Then proceed as above, observing that 
Be f -.y B (l- y f,-cy 
=~=\ I+, / '  ~=\T~~] '  e=b--~=\1+~] " 
So that we get ,,--,-../~)/, +.,/~. b=.- ~/~)/~I +,4~, ~=~I-.,/~)/ 
(1 +V/ '~) ,andd=~/( l  +~)(1 4-b)(l +c). 
The value of the Ising partition function can therefore be preserved through each of 
the six basic transformations, u ing only a constant number of primitive arithmetic 
operations and square root computations for each. Analogous to Section 3, we get 
that the Feo-Provan algorithm computes Z in O(n 2) arithmetic operations. Since 
these operations involve subtractions as well 'as square roots, however, it becomes 
more difficult to estimate the number of digits accuracy necessac,, in the intermediate 
calculations toobtain a required number ofdi$~s accuracy inZ. There are compelfing 
reasons go believe that, with the appropriate r presentations for the intermediate data, 
it might be possible to perform rational arithmetic computations ateach step, with 
perhaps one square root taken at the end. We leave the search for such a representa- 
tion as an interesting open problem. 
4. Perfect matehlngs 
The connection between the lsing partition function and the number of perfect 
matchings ina graph has been exploited by Jerrum [13] to prove that computing the 
Ising function is # P-complete for general graphs. We exploit he reverse of Jerrum's 
transformation to allow delta-wye reduction techniques to compute the number of 
perfect matchings ina planar graph. Let G be a graph with an even number of vertices 
(a necessary condition for G to have a perfect matching). Then G contains an even 
number of vertices of even degree. 
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We form a graph (~ containing only odd degree vertices, and having the same 
number of perfect matchings ~ts G, as follows. As long as even degree vertices remain, 
choose two even degree vertices x, y. Choose any sequence of vertices x = Vo, v~ .... , vt- ~, 
v~ = y; for each 0 ~< i < l, add two new vertices u+ and c,  and edges (v, c+), (c, v++ ~) 
and (c, u~). This leaves unchanged the number of perfect matchings of G (since u~ must 
be matched to c~), and reduces the number of even degree vertices by two. Repeating 
this until all vertices have odd degree yields a grap h (~. We remark that if G is planar, 
can be chosen to be planar by ensuring that v+ and v++~ are on a common face for 
each 0 ~< i < k. In fact, O(n) edges uffice to form (~ from G. 
To count the perfect matchings in (~, we note that since (~ has all vertices of odd 
degree, then the complement of a perfect matching with respect to (~ is an Eulerian 
subgraph (subgraph all of whose vertex degrees are even) of maximum edge cardinality 
k = • - ~/2, where ~ and ~ are the number of vertices and edges of (~, respectively. 
Now suppose that ¢~ is planar, and let G' = (V', E') be the planar dual of ~. Counting 
Eulerian subgraphs of ~ with k edges is equivalent to counting cu~s (X, X) in G' of 
cardinality k. 
Now to count ~he cuts of G', we can use version (,} of the Ising partition function, 
with weights we = 2 "~ and scale S = 1. Eq. (*) now becomes 
z= E 11 2~= E 21,x.,~,,~. 
This is simply the numerical form of ~, ~¢iterating Junction for cuts, where the 
coelhcient of (2"~} +is exactly twice the number of cuts of cardinality i (since each 
distinct edge set (X, ,~) is represented by two terms (X, X) and (,~, X) in the Ising 
partition function). Since the number of cuts of each carOinality cannot exceed 2~', and 
each cut of cardinality i contributes at least 2 ~ times as much as a cut of smaller 
cardinality+ then the number ofcuts of maximum cardi~tality (and hence the number of 
perfect matchings of G) is exactly ½ L z~ 2h~ 3. we can in fact determine in a similar 
manner the number of cuts of any cardinality in G, although the ones of cardinality 
k are the only ones that apply to this problem. 
The computation of the Ising partition function - and hence the number of 
cardinality cuts in G - requires only reducibility by the six basic transformations, 
while counting perfect matchings requires in addition a surface duality to dualize into 
a cut counting problem. For planar graphs, the duality is straightforward, and yields 
an algorithm for counting peff~t matchings that requires only O(n 2) primitive 
arithmetic opeiations and square roots. The final value of Z will be an integer of size 
at most 2 a~+a, that is, having O(n 2) digits. As in the previous ection, however, the 
number of digits accuracy in the intermediate steps is difficult to determine. 
Finally, we remark on a further important difference between the approach using 
Pfaffians and using the delta-wye reduction method: while K~.3 has no Pfaffian 
orientation [201, it is a 3 YA-reducible graph. This suggests that the approach 
developed here expands the class of graphs for which perfect matchings can be 
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counted efficiently. A classification of A YA-reducible graphs is needed to examine the 
extension of our approach. 
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